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Issues at the top of the agenda at today’s coal-fired power plant

Worker safety
Have you provided a safe work environment?
Risk Mitigation

Risk Mitigation

• OSHA compliance and safety enhancement assessments

• OSHA compliance and safety enhancement assessments

• Risk assessments and strategic prioritization/implementation
• Risk indexing

Controlling financial risk
Can you risk staying with the status quo?

• Total dust management and spillage reduction
• Life cycle assessments and implementation
Asset Optimization

• Enhanced operations, maintenance, safety plans, and training
• Plant efficiency improvement audits and plans

Compliance with new regulations
Is your plant OSHA-ready?

Fuel Flexibility

• Life cycle assessments and implementation
Asset Optimization
• Capital project planning studies and implementation

Maximizing capital investment
What are your current fuel economies?

• Culture change management and tribal knowledge transfers
• Total-cost-of-ownership and franchise coal yard alliance programs

• Risk indexing
• Total dust management and spillage reduction

• Capital project planning studies and implementation
• Manpower and procedural reviews

• Risk assessments and strategic prioritization/implementation

• Manpower and procedural reviews
• Enhanced operations, maintenance, safety plans, and training
• Plant efficiency improvement audits and plans
• Culture change management and tribal knowledge transfers

Reducing operational cost
Are your assets performing to their full potential?

• Total-cost-of-ownership and franchise coal yard alliance programs
Fuel Flexibility

• Conversions to specialty coals including PRB coal and other blends

• Conversions to specialty coals including PRB coal and other blends

• Fuel blending solutions

• Fuel blending solutions

Visit plant-professionals.com or call us at 800.842.2625 x220 to learn more.

Visit plant-professionals.com or call us at 800.842.2625 x220 to learn more.
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Have you provided a safe work environment?
Risk Mitigation
• OSHA compliance and safety enhancement assessments

Controlling financial risk

• Risk assessments and strategic prioritization/implementation
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Can you risk staying with the status quo?

• Total dust management and spillage reduction
• Life cycle assessments and implementation

Compliance with new regulations
Is your plant OSHA-ready?

Asset Optimization
• Capital project planning studies and implementation
• Manpower and procedural reviews

Maximizing capital investment

• Enhanced operations, maintenance, safety plans, and training

What are your current fuel economies?

• Plant efficiency improvement audits and plans
• Culture change management and tribal knowledge transfers
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Are your assets performing to their full potential?
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